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Abstract: This paper proposes to characterize the interactions between groundwater and the 
anthropogenic wetlands resulting from mining activities in Buenos Aires province, Argentina. 
The methodology consisted of measuring levels, hydrochemical and isotopic sampling, and 
construction of diagrams. Wetlands located on quartzites have a higher level than the 
groundwater in the transition zone to the porous aquifer. Wetlands have an isotopic 
enrichment relative to groundwater, suggesting the occurrence of evaporation processes. The 
origin of wetlands is water from the fractured aquifer whose thickness corresponds to the 
quarry face, and also from runoff.  

1. INTRODUCTION  

The production of aggregates from mining is one of the main socio-economic activities of 
peri-urban areas of Mar del Plata, head of the General Pueyrredón County in the southeast of 
Buenos Aires Province, Argentina (Figure 1). From the hydrogeological point of view, the 
exposed rock formations are quartzites (Balcarce Formation) arranged in horizontal layers 
with a thickness between 0.30 and 1 meter. These layers are affected by systems of high-
grade fractures, crossed by faults with NE-SW [1], which constitute a system of low 
permeability. Overlying these rocks, there is a sequence of silty-like loess Quaternary 
sediments. These constitute the Pampean aquifer, source of water supply to urban, 
agricultural and industrial purposes. 

In the peri-urban area, 18 quarries have been developed since 1960 as a result of mining 
activity. In 8 of them (Pétrea, Paso de Piedra, Don Mariano, La Gloria, Minera, Cerámica, 
Silex y Castillo), (Figure 1), the existence of wetlands has been ascertained, whose surface 
varies between 2100 and 14000 m2 and their depth ranges from 6 to 12 m. 
  
Wetlands located in areas of quarries are facilitators of local development, by providing 
various services to human welfare, including the provision of water for mining, development 
of aquaculture for the rehabilitation of environmental liabilities resulting from mining 
activity, and cultural services (tourism, landscape, identity and sense of belonging) [2]. 
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The aim of this work is to characterize the wetlands – groundwater interactions in the 
fractured / porous media transition of peri-urban areas, and establish the importance of these 
water bodies as a source of recharge to the main aquifer. 

2. METHODOLOGY 

A water sampling was conducted in 6 wells and 2 wetlands in summer 2013 and in 4 wells 
and 3 wetlands in spring 2014, for the determination of physicochemical parameters and 
content of stable isotopes 2H and 18O. Information on groundwater levels was collected and 
physicochemical analysis in the study area were performed. Chemical and isotope hydrology 
diagrams were used. 
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Figure 1.  Location map 

     

3. RESULTS 

The flow patterns indicate that wetlands resulting from mining activities in quartzites rocks 
have a higher level than the groundwater in the transition zone to the porous aquifer; a level 
in a wetland of up to 24 m above the water table has been recorded in a well located within 
200 m of the wetland (Figure 2). The flux passing through the fractured aquifer recharges the 
porous aquifer. This flow has been estimated in an average annual contribution of 5 hm3 [3] 
through the numerical simulation of the aquifer for supply of Mar del Plata. 
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Ion analysis establishes two types of water: calcium - magnesium bicarbonate or sodium 
bicarbonate. The electrical conductivity varies in a range between 1720 µs/cm and 142 µs/cm, 
with mean value of 854 µs/cm in groundwater and 221 µs/cm in wetlands. The conductivity 
increases as the topographic heights decrease, associated to water recharge and transit areas 
[4]. 
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Figure. 2. Flow diagram in the fractured – porous media transition 

 

The isotopic composition shows that groundwater is practically on the local meteoric line 
(Figure 3), suggesting that rain water is the source of recharge. In spring wetlands have a 
certain isotopic enrichment relative to groundwater; in summer, they are strongly evaporated. 
The mean values of the isotopic contents are shown in Table 1.  

The relationship between concentration of Cl- and δ18O is shown in Figure 4. Groundwater 
presents homogeneous isotopic values, but an increase of Cl- in the direction of flow. 
Wetlands, isotopically enriched, show a low Cl- content, similar to groundwater from wells in 
quarries. 
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Figure. 3. Diagram  δ
2
H vs. δ
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O of groundwater and wetlands 
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4. CONCLUSIONS 

The origin of wetlands is water from the fractured aquifer whose thickness corresponds to the 
quarry face. Runoff is another source of wetlands. Studies including seasonal isotopic 
monitoring will allow quantifying the mass balance. The flux passing through the fractured 
aquifer recharges the porous aquifer.  

The functional model of the environment shows that anthropogenic wetlands are supporting 
productive activities such as intensive aquaculture, and sites of social recognition for their 
amenity associated to recreation. Concerning the groundwater, it has a direct role as a water 
source. 

Table 1. Mean isotopic contents 

 Rain water Groundwater Wetlands    

10-2014 
Wetlands    

02-2013 

δ2H -29,85 -27,41 -20,6 -4,48 
δ18O -5,03 -5,12 -4,17 -1,09 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Relationship between concentration of Cl
-
 and δ

18
O  
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	01 abs 056
	02 abs 067
	03 abs 101
	04 abs 181
	05 abs 250
	06 abs 255
	07 abs 294
	08 abs 299
	09 abs 130
	10 abs 138
	11 abs 139
	12 abs 188
	13 abs 240
	14 abs 283
	15 abs 019
	16 abs 022
	17 abs 023
	18 abs 031
	19 abs 033
	20 abs 061
	21 abs 068
	22 abs 071
	23 abs 078
	24 abs 095
	25 abs 096
	26 abs 108
	27 abs 115
	28 abs 116
	29 abs 127
	30 abs 144
	31 abs 149
	32 abs 158
	33 abs 202
	34 abs 207
	35 abs 229
	36 abs 231
	37 abs 253
	38 abs 281
	39 abs 291
	40 abs 306
	41 abs 320
	42 abs 354
	43 abs 357
	44 abs 361
	45 abs 374
	46 abs 001
	47 abs 004
	48 abs 015
	49 abs 052
	50 abs 064
	51 abs 065
	51b abs 073
	52 abs 104
	53 abs 105
	54 abs 132
	55 abs 156
	56 abs 164
	57 abs 213
	58 abs 217
	59 abs 218
	60 abs 233
	61 abs 245
	62 abs 251
	63 abs 265
	64 abs 329
	65 abs 029
	66 abs 035
	67 abs 081
	68 abs 087
	69 abs 111
	70 abs 112
	71 abs 114
	72 abs 117
	73 abs 122
	74 abs 125
	75 abs 129
	76 abs 133
	77 abs 141
	78 abs 154
	79 abs 155
	80 abs 189
	81 abs 208
	82 abs 211
	83 abs 214
	84 abs 215
	85 abs 219
	86 abs 227
	87 abs 228
	88 abs 248
	89 abs 260
	90 abs 285
	91 abs 286
	92 abs 290
	93 abs 296
	94 abs 302
	95 abs 315
	96 abs 337
	97 abs 338
	98 abs 358



